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Instructional physics labs as a 4-step journey …

Adv. Lab Experiments

1. Johnson noise

2. Ferroelectric properties of TGS

3. Muon decay

4. Photon correlation spectroscopy

5. Single photon interference

6. Faraday rotation

7. SQUID analysis

8. Optical pumping

9. Pulsed NMR

10. Signal processing and filtering

11. Holographic techniques

12. Superconductivity in tin

13. Matrix-ray optics

14. Superconducting tunneling

15. Fourier optics

16. Optical fiber measurements

17. Zeeman effect

18. Cavendish experiment

19. X-ray diffraction

20. Hall effect

21. Mutual inductance in AC circuits

22. Differential scanning calorimetry

23. LabViewTM project 

24. Rutherford backscattering

Lab Program Outline

The Binghamton University Physics Department operates an instructional 

lab program for physics majors comprised of four steps:

Step 1: General Physics Lab – PHYS-131/132 (semesters 1, 2)

 Non-traditional format: 1-1/2 hour lab session.

 Content includes demonstrations and small-group experimental work.

 Lab notebooks and reports are not required.

 Lab instructors are usually undergraduates.

Step 2: Sophomore Lab – PHYS-227 (Semester 3)

 Traditional lab format: two, 3-hour sessions/week.

 One hour/week of lecture and student presentations.

 Lab notebooks and reports are required.

 Students work individually or in pairs on about 5 experiments.

 Experiments range from fairly simple to quite involved.

 Students are graded on their reports and 2 oral presentations.

 Enrollment: 12-15 students.

Step 3: Junior Lab – PHYS-327 (Semester 6)

 Same format, scheduling and requirements as above.

 Students work individually on their experiments. 

 As in the other upper-level labs, student experiments are chosen from an 

available pool, with occasional instructor “guidance”.

 Students work with less guidance and more independence than the previous 

course, and their work is expected to be at a higher level.

 Students may pursue further challenges by performing additional, existing 

experiments or pioneering new ones.

 Enrollment: 12-15 students.

Step 4: Advanced Lab – PHYS-427/428/429 (Semester 8)

 Same format, scheduling and requirements as above.

 Students work individually or in pairs on 4-5 experiments.

 Students may work on special projects within their research interest.

 This course is also offered in a half-semester format for physics majors  

pursuing other than the B.S. degree.

 This course is cross-listed as Graduate Lab.

 Enrollment: 12-15 students, including graduates.

Target Goals

After completing the instructional lab 

program, our physics majors should be 

familiar with:

 A wide range of experimental 

methods and techniques.

 A variety of modern experimental 

instruments and apparatus.

 Proper experiment design and 

record keeping.

 The guidelines and precautions 

required for laboratory safety.

 A variety of methods of data and 

error analysis.

 Techniques for troubleshooting 

experimental problems.

 Acceptable scientific writing and 

oral presentation techniques.

Junior Lab Experiments

1. Double pendulum

2. Coupled pendula

3. Symmetric top/gyroscope

4. Falling chain

5. Terminal velocity

6. Atwood’s oscillator

7. One-dimensional lattice/phonon

8. Ampere’s law/solenoid B-field 

9. Magnetic hysteresis

10. Faulty cable analysis

11. Electric field of spherical dipole

12. AC resonance/coupled circuits

13. Electronic circuits: op-amps

14. Magnetic torque

15. Index of refraction of air

16. Thick lens analysis

17. Fresnel’s equations

18. Fabry-Perot interferometer

19. Geometric and matrix-ray optics

20. Michelson interferometer

21. Gamma ray spectroscopy 1 - 2

22. X-ray diffraction

23. Cp/Cv for gases

24. Chaos waterwheel

25. Electronic chaos

26. Franck-Hertz experiment

27. Planck’s constant - LED

28. Photoelectric effect

29. Quantum dot experiment

30. Polymers and tensile testing

31. Torsional oscillator

Soph. Lab Experiments

1. Dynamic comparison of masses

2. Compound pendulum

3. Instruments and simple circuits

4. Pendulum variations

5. Coupled pendula

6. Torsional oscillator

7. Mechanical resonance

8. Cylinder rolling off a disk

9. Cavendish experiment

10. Moment of inertia

11. e/m of the electron

12. Coulomb’s law

13. Dielectric constants

14. Forces on currents

15. Millikan oil drop

16. Magnetic force

17. Electrical resonance

18. Minimum deviation of a prism

19. Thin lenses

20. Interference and diffraction

21. Speed of light

22. Speed of sound

23. Gamma ray spectroscopy

24. Bragg diffraction

25. Thermal waves



… and More Solutions

Blackboard™ (Bb) organization modules are now used as 

archives for all types of instructional lab information:

 Student work is available to faculty: New instructors 

can quickly be brought “up to speed” with the info and 

resources catalogued in the Bb module.

 Information is permanent: Bb org modules are not 

removed after a semester ends, like course modules.

 Information can be sequestered: Students have access 

to only what the instructor desires, since Bb materials 

may be made available or withheld.

 Students have complete online information access:

All student-available references --- journal references, 

apparatus and instrument manuals, topical links, etc. ---

may be viewed or downloaded as needed.

 Students have access to safety materials: Guidelines 

and tutorials, MSDS’s, and safety links are available, 

and online safety tests are also administered from Bb.

 Equipment repair logs are easily updated: Repair and 

troubleshooting info may be quickly accessed and 

updated as needed, without uploading new web pages.

 Any and all materials may be archived: Student data, 

reports and presentations; all manner of references; 

operating manuals, start-up guides and specific safety 

precautions; and apparatus pictures and video clips.

… and More Problems

Instructor Problems:

 Limited instructor training: New faculty have little time to 

prepare for the depth and breadth of teaching the many 

experiments involved in Ad-Lab.

 Limited instructor overlap: New faculty work alone, with 

little mentoring from past instructors, causing longer learning 

curves.

 Regular instructor turnover: As instructors gain experience 

and confidence with the lab experiments, they are switched to 

other courses and replaced (usually a 3-5 year term).

Student Problems:

 Students are often confused: Lack of experience or 

preparation leaves some students with no idea how to proceed 

with the details of a complex experiment.

 Students lack proper resources: Hard-copy apparatus 

manuals or reference papers are often missing pages (or just 

missing) or marked up by previous students.

 Students need proper safety training: Many Ad-Lab 

experiments require additional, critical precautions for safe 

student operation.

Other Problems:

 No “dedicated” support staff: Competing 

departmental responsibilities often leave insufficient 

development and support time for Ad-Lab issues.

 Support staff require many skills: A wide range of 

specialties may be required for troubleshooting and 

repair of Ad-Lab experiments.

 Loss of information: Faculty and file folders come and 

go, and occasionally information gets lost that is 

difficult or impossible to replace.

 Loss of continuity: Experiments may be dropped if 

there is insufficient information, technical support or 

faculty interest.

Problems …

The Advanced Lab course here at BU (and most likely at other institutions) is 

a breed apart from lower level instructional lab courses, set apart by the 

nature of the experiments performed and  the apparatus required:

Money Problems:

 Higher purchase costs: Experimental apparatus and instruments 

tend to be much more costly for Ad-Lab.

 High operating costs: Liquid helium and relatively short half-

life sources that require replacement and disposal add to operating 

expenses.

 High cost per student: This course is an easy target for budget 

trimming, both from within the department and without.

Space Problems:

 Requires more space: The size or quantity of apparatus needed 

is usually larger than in lower level labs, and space restrictions may 

limit additional experiments.

 Single-use space: Ad-Lab space cannot usually be retasked

during off semesters, since most experiments cannot be easily 

relocated, and this lowers space utilization numbers.

… with a focus on Advanced Lab issues and support.
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Go Bearcats!

Solutions …

Many Advanced Lab experiments will continue to be large and costly, 

however there are some strategies to use in new experiment selection:

 Choose more modest offerings: Smaller experiments can 

still provide stimulating exercises for the student.

 Investigate remote experiments: Remotely controlled 

experiments are low or no cost, and can be performed from a 

student’s dorm room computer.

 Consider sharing resources: Circumstances may permit 

acquisition of shared equipment, reducing budget loads.

 Consider retiring old experiments: If space is limited, 

you may have to make room for new stuff.

 Use equipment during the off-semester: Use specific 

experiments as demonstrations in upper-level courses.


